
Balwyn Manor Living
A refined elegance showcased through this Contemporary Georgian home. 

Beautifully detailed feature furniture pieces in a colour palette drawn from rich 
turquoise and layered champagnes and creams. Designed for a Contemporary 

lifestyle these formal interiors provide touches of classic appeal and liveable comfort.

https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/works/balwyn-manor/


https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/product/iron-marble-coffee-table/
https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/product/luxury-sofa-in-european-fabric/
https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/product/rosewood-tapered-leg-console/


Light and balanced living room interiors, meticulously sketched, planned and 
produced personally by Mark Alexander. This gorgeous Contemporary style 

harmoniously captures the true elegance of the existing home.

Living Room Dreams

https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/product/tall-bar-cabinet/
https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/designer-furniture/chairs/occasional-chairs/


Luxurious drapery and rug designs, exclusively supplied and installed by Mark 
Alexander Design Artistry. Bespoke dimensions, style, colours and finishes all 

available to suit your exact requirements. We can provide the perfect design for 
any room that encapsulates and brings new life within the space. Balancing with 

existing furniture and soft furnishings perfectly.

Unique Drapery & Rugs
Formal living rug 
2300 x 3300
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coffee table 1500 x 1050

https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/product/custom-designed-luxury-rug/
https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/product/luxury-drapes-sheers/


Hand crafted co-ordinating room items available from classic to contemporary 
styles, designed to the finest detail. Anything can be produced to suit the home 

and client.

Exceptional Details

https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/product/iron-marble-coffee-table/
https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/product/rosewood-tapered-leg-sideboard/


Beautiful refined elegance, meticulously planned and exceptionally detailed. Every 
interior by Mark Alexander is carefully considered to suit unique requirements 

and homes. With custom made furniture pieces and amazing rugs and drapery 
available. All finished in Contemporary or Classical styles to suit.
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Formerly Timeless Interiors. Where artistry takes design to a whole new level

https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/designer-furniture/chairs/occasional-chairs/
https://markalexanderdesign.com.au/product/luxury-sofa-in-european-fabric/

